
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CINEMA & SCREENING ROOM FACT SHEET 

A two-level cinema featuring state-of-the-art technology extends from the Arts & Entertainment Concourse on 
the Lobby Level of Hotel X Toronto to the second floor, with 250 stadium-style seats. The Cinema was designed 
as the ideal venue for screenings and corporate retreats and provides a compelling space to host memorable 
meetings and exceptional events. Outside the realm of corporate meetings and social events, the Cinema at 
Hotel X Toronto is destined to become a hot spot for Toronto’s flourishing film and entertainment industry, and 
can also be used for exclusive gatherings such as sports team drafts, press conferences, inspiring keynote 
presentations, interviews, and panel discussions. Also featured in the Arts & Entertainment Concourse is 56 seat 
Screening Room, ideal for business presentations, product launches or intimate private viewings. The Cinema 
and Screening Room audio visual equipment is proudly managed exclusively by our in house audio visual 
partner, PSAV. 

CINEMA SPECIFICATIONS 
 
Area: 4,152 sq. ft. 
Height: 26’2” 
Seats: 250 (244 seats, plus 6 accessible spaces) 
Projector: Christie CP2220 Digital Cinematic Projector 
DCP: DGC SR-1000 Stand-Alone IMB - USB 3.0 and eSATA* for ingestion. 
Projector Screen: Da-Lite 15’ x 38’ - 2.4:1 Ratio 
Audio: Dolby 7.1 Digital Cinematic Processor – 7.1 Speakers are located behind the screen, in addition to 
surrounding the perimeter of the room 
15 Pin ready – 7.1 Speakers are located behind the screen, in addition to surrounding the perimeter of the room 
Built-In Microphones (additional fees apply): 2x Wireless hand-held SM87 2x Wireless clip on Lavaliere 
Additional Microphone and Conference Options: Microphone and Presentation Audio in 7.1 Surround Sound 
available upon request (requires additional equipment - additional fees apply). 
Inputs: 3x HDMI Connection (Located on Stage via floor access panel). 
Stage size: 863 sq. Ft. (49’1” x 17’7”) / Natural Wood 
3 Exits: 2 on the ground level and 1 on meeting level 
Couches are available for on-stage interviews. 
*Please note, for older SATA connection, we are able to accommodate, however, dismantle of the cartridge by one of our highly skilled 
professionals will be required to access the internal drive for ingestion. 

 
 

 
 



 

SCREENING ROOM SPECIFICATIONS 
 
Area: 1,550 sq. ft. 
Height: 11’3” 
Seats: 56 (50 seats, plus 6 accessible spaces) 
Projector: Christie DHD600-G 
Drop-Down Screen: 193” Diagonal 16:9 
Sound: Turbo Sound Stereo Speaker System 
Stage size: N/A 
Box Office Booth: 115 sq. Ft. (14’7” x 7’11”) 
Concession Booth: Available 
2 Exits: 2 on the ground level, 1 is wheelchair accessible 

 

MOVIES IN THE SCREENING ROOM 
 
When the Screening Room is not in use for a private event, registered guests of Hotel X Toronto and Ten X 
Toronto members are welcome to enjoy a complimentary movie with popcorn on the big screen during their 
stay. The planned movie schedule can be viewed on the hotel’s online events calendar. There is usually a 
family friendly movie and a date night movie selected to play every Thursday-Sunday. If you have any special 
requests or inquiries, please contact Hotel X Toronto’s Concierge Team at Concierge@HotelXToronto.com as 
they would be delighted to be of service. 

 

RECOMMENDED AUDIO VISUAL SUPPLIER 
 
PSAV is the exclusive in-house audio-visual provider for Hotel X Toronto and the exclusive audio-visual 
provider for the Cinema and Screening Room. Any and all audio-visual requirements must be arranged solely 
through them for these spaces. 

 
Hotel X Toronto strongly recommends PSAV services to our clients to optimize our meeting rooms’ exceptional 
capabilities, however, should a group decide to bring their own audio-visual equipment or supplier, a charge of 
$1500.00 will apply. In addition to this, mandatory power charges will apply and be quoted at the discretion of 
PSAV on behalf of the venue. All built-in audio-visual equipment in our meeting space is for the exclusive use 
by PSAV, and since the floor panels and wall panels correspond with the built in AV systems at Hotel X Toronto, 
these cannot be used by any other AV providers. Unauthorized use of these panels will result in the request of 
immediate removal of all cables and equipment plugged into these panels and/or applicable fees, no less than 
the minimum power charges, less labour, of $125 per panel. Additionally, we ask that all equipment and cables 
being brought in are equipped with proper grounding and shielding and meet the provincial electrical 
standards. All power cables (including power bars) will require immediate removal/disposal should they have 
missing or compromised grounding pins. 

https://hotelxtoronto.com/p/calendar/list/
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